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TRUST BOARD
30th January 2014

TITLE Finance Committee Minutes

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

The minutes of the Finance Committee meetings held on 20th

November 2013 and 18th December 2013 are attached for noting.
The key points are: -

 Financial Position as at 30th November 2013 – the
Committee reviewed the month 8 financial position, noting the
latest trends and the risks and opportunities associated with
the revised forecast;

 Monitor Reforecast – reviewed and approved the reforecast
for submission to Monitor based on the latest forecast
projection;

 Business Planning – reviewed the latest planning guidance
issues by Monitor and challenges the Trust will face in setting
its budgets for 2014/15 and beyond; and

 Review of Progress against Priorities – reviewed the
progress that the Committee had made against the priorities it
had set itself for 2013/14.

BOARD ASSURANCE
(Risk) /
IMPLICATIONS

The Board is assured by the scrutiny provided by the Finance
Committee on matters of financial risk.

STAKEHOLDER /
PATIENT IMPACT
AND VIEWS

The impact on stakeholders through the Trust achieving its
required financial targets, hence enabling the appropriate
investment into services and infrastructure.

EQUALITY AND
DIVERSITY ISSUES

None that we are aware of.

LEGAL ISSUES None that we are aware of.

The Trust Board is
asked to:

Note the minutes of the Finance Committee meetings held on 20th

November 2013 and 18th December 2013.

Submitted by:
Jim Gollan, Non-Executive Director and Chair of Finance
Committee

Date: 22nd January 2014

Decision: For Receiving
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Minutes of the Finance Committee meeting held on 20th November 2013

PRESENT: Mr. Jim Gollan Non-Executive Director (Chair)
Mr. Clive Goodwin Non-Executive Director
Mr. Simon Marshall Director of Finance and Information

IN ATTENDENCE Mr. David Fluck Medical Director
Mr. Andrew Liles Chief Executive
Mr. Paul Doyle Deputy Director of Finance
Mr. Bob Peet Director of Strategic Development

SECRETARY: Ms. Desireé Irving-Brown Assistant Director, Financial Management

APOLOGIES: Ms. Valerie Bartlett Deputy Chief Executive

Actions
1. Introductions and Apologies

The apologies were as noted above. It was noted that the meeting constituted
a quorum.

2. Minutes of the Meeting held on 23rd October 2013

The minutes of the meeting held on 23rd October 2013 were agreed.

3. Matters Arising

Actions List

4.2 This item was marked as complete, but Jim Gollan asked Clive Goodwin
whether the matrix of performance drivers had addressed his query. Clive
Goodwin responded that it needed more detail in terms of which variances
were driven by activity, and which were driven by conscious decisions.

All other action points were either completed, not yet due or agenda items.

4. Finances as at 31st October 2013

4.1 Temporary Workforce Update

4.1.1 Temporary Staffing Escalation Report

Jim Gollan stated that, in order to move the lever on this project a level of
engagement was required which will result in minimising the use of temporary
staff. It may need to be acknowledged that this is a "dividend postponed" in
that the benefits will be gained next year. The Director of Finance and
Information stated that there are still areas where the project was not making
headroom, for example the A&E middle grades. The Medical Director agreed,
stating that the Trust was struggling to get the A&E team to buy into a new
model, and unless they buy into this it can't be moved forward.

The Director of Finance and Information stated that there was a second issue
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which is around recruitment of consultants generally, and that getting start
dates seemed to be difficult, which means things won't be in place from April
2014. The Trust needs to get the Divisions more pro-active around
recruitment, getting jobs out and reducing time to recruit.

Clive Goodwin asked whether the problem is being compounded by lack of
action required to achieve priorities that have been set, or is there too much
proactive action (controls and governance to resolve immediate issues) in
place to allow recruitment to take place easily. The Director of Finance and
Information responded that the Trust is incurring agency costs on projects that
have been approved, for example “OPAL”, where substantive posts can't be
filled quickly.

The Chief Executive stated that (i) there is a lack of control on signing off
temporary staff where there isn't budget, and this is being done by relatively
low level staff - this is being addressed by the Director of Workforce and
Organisational Development, (ii) there were issues around improvements in
the hospital and new ways of working, and bringing temporary staff in to
realise benefits more quickly rather than waiting to recruit, and (iii) the
Divisions are not quick enough to recruit existing consultant vacancies, and
therefore get temporary doctors before permanent replacement is even
initiated.

The Trust will continue to have issues with nursing temporary staffing as this
is being driven by ongoing issues around recruitment and retention of nursing,
and not due to any lack of clarity on what the nursing workforce should look
like. The Medical workforce is where the more complex issues lie.

The Medical Director confirmed this was the case and stated a concern that
the clinical divisions did not seem to have the drive to tackle medical staffing
effectiveness. The issue requires different strategies such as better use of
junior doctors and understanding what is paid for externally, and how these
resources are used.

Clive Goodwin asked about cost controls and whether it be helpful to set up a
works package that capitalises the costs of a workforce redesign project whilst
in transformation on the basis that there will need to be a period of double
running costs while implementing, therefore it may be worth considering a
balance sheet option. The Director of Finance and Information stated that he
didn’t think this could be done within the NHS, but the Deputy Director of
Finance would investigate.

4.1.2 Temporary Staffing & Medical Workforce Planning

The Committee will discuss 4.1.2 as part of the finances rather than have a
detailed discussion, which has already taken place in the Workforce
Committee.

4.2 Finance Report

The Director of Finance and Information summarised the report by stating that
whilst October was a surplus month, it was disappointingly another £0.5m
behind target, so the position is still not being clawed back. The year to date
surplus is now £1.7m. There needs to be a cap on expenditure for the balance
of the year and the most significant issue is with the Medicine and Emergency
Services (MES) Division, where the forecast had slipped to £4.2m and still
contained risk.

PD
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The Medical Director stated that the organisation had tasked the MES Division
with getting ready for 7 day working within its’ own resource, but they are
already requesting more resources, which is a worry, as they are not as
efficient as they should be with existing resources.

The Chief Executive stated that to cap expenditure it required a clear plan.
The Director of Finance and Information replied that there are opportunities
out there, including more control and scrutiny on how costs get into system,
especially in MES, but various issues need to be resolved to land the savings.

Jim Gollan suggested that there is a list of actions which need to be
addressed just to ensure the Trust hits the £1.5m forecast.

4.3 Forecast and Risk/Opportunities

The Director of Finance and Information explained that Monitor has requested
a reforecast, which will done in December, and the Trust needs to have
conversations with the CCG to land the income, therefore a detailed
discussion is not possible until this work have been done. Clive Goodwin
suggested that if this forecast has to be done, then it needs to be done
carefully to ensure it's only a one off reduction, and he requested an indication
of where it may land before the end of the meeting.

The Director of Finance and Information responded that ideally the Executive
Directors wanted to stick with the £1.5m forecast and work on actions to
deliver this. The Chief Executive agreed, and wants the business to focus on
this with the Executives further reviewing the position next month.

Jim Gollan raised the cash balance being significantly below plan and the
Deputy Director of Finance explained that the Trust was £1.6m behind on the
I&E, and there was £4.5m of over performance which was driving this issue,
and if this over performance doesn't come in then the Trust will have to
reconsider its planned capital spend. On the topic of the capital programme,
the Trust will get £1.6m of national funding that wasn’t planned for, so that will
help.

5. Contracting Review Half Year

This paper represents a review at a level of detail the Committee doesn't
usually see, for example the amount of penalties being built in. The areas the
Trust is pushing at include readmissions and NEL thresholds. Ambulance
waits have improved and the penalties associated with this have been lower
than expected. There are still risks around CQUINS, but the Trust is currently
on track on length of stay – however, the CQUIN reward is back loaded into
the 4th quarter, so that is where the risk is. The rest of the issues are around
over performance and this needs to be resolved between the CCG and
Specialist Commissioners (which hasn't been paid nationally). In terms of
excluded drugs & devices, there needs to be a better understanding as to
whether it's a genuine increase in patient numbers, or just passing on
increases in cost on excluded drugs and devices.

The Chief Executive asked whether there is a real risk around the CCG
wanting to realign baselines or just noise. The Director of Finance and
Information responded that the biggest concern is around rebasing the NEL
threshold, which the CCG wants to revise, but the Trust maintains the CCG
has already had the benefit from reduced tariffs from changing patient
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pathways. The Trust is prepared to go to arbitration on the point as all the
changes were agreed upfront.

6. Finance Hot Topics – Strategic and Operational Planning in the NHS

There has been a move centrally to get money current spent within the acute
sector into other services, and the Director of Finance and Information wanted
to flag up that the ask for acute trusts is getting bigger, with 8 or 9% for
2015/16. Jim Gollan stated that it was clear that there may come a point
where the Trust can't continue in current its form. The Board needs sight of
when that will be, and for planning purposes, needs to be sure it has realistic
assumptions that can be delivered based on where the Trust is currently,
rather than not delivering on an unrealistic target, and that the position is less
secure than it has ever been.

The Director of Strategic Development replied that the Executives are trying to
be realistic about activity and asking Divisions to use historic data to plan
along with any known changes. The Director of Finance and Information
responded that the Trust needs big ticket pathway changes like removing “bed
based” rehab, but that there is no clarity from the CCG on the scale and pace
of change to care in the community, which makes it difficult for planning
purposes.

The Chief Executive stated that it comes down to the assumptions in the 5
year plan in respect of partnership opportunities. This is to be picked up in the
Strategy Committee.

7. Working Capital Facility

This item was not yet ready for discussion and an update would be brought to
the next meeting.

PD

8. Review of Report: ‘Hospitals Get Serious About Operations!

The Committee agreed to defer this item to a meeting at which the Deputy
Chief Executive was in attendance.

PD

9. Identification of Financial Risks

9.1 Items for the Risk Register

No new items noted.

9.2 Key Points to take to Trust Board

Risk to the 2013/14 forecast.

10. Items for Information

10.1 Schedule of Business

Jim Gollan raised a question about the “CIPs Strategy” item on the schedule
of business, asking why it had been deferred a couple of times. The Director
of Finance and Information confirmed that there was no particular problem
and that the team is working on next year’s schemes and waiting for the first
business planning review round to get an initial indication of where the Trust is
so far.
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It was agreed that the Committee would focus the next meeting on the
Business Plan and CIP’s Strategy review.

10.2 Business Case Approvals

The business case approvals by TEC were noted.

10.3 Tender Waivers >£50k

None.

10.4 Workforce Report

The report was noted.

10.5 Education and Training Cost Collection

The Committee confirmed that the Director of Finance & Information would be
the responsible officer as required by the Department of Health brief.

PD

11. Any Other Business

Partnership Working

The Director of Strategic Development presented a paper detailing the costs
for an outline business case for partnership working.

The Director of Strategic Development stated that, on the premise that we
need to do this, there has been a lot of cross organisational discussion about
how to resource the project. The project team has gone for a hybrid option on
flexible external resource and some internal support where they can do it.
There was a focus on patient benefits and the underlying costs involved for
the tender brief. The measures to mitigate risk included setting up an “OBC”
steering group, which will need non-exec support.

Clive Goodwin asked what the approach on the ownership of the outcome of
analysis was. For example, if something comes back on a joint activity being
non-viable, who gets that data to take it forward individually. The Trust is
spending a lot of money, will it be able to disaggregate the data if it falls
through. Is there a formal agreement on this point? The Director of Strategic
Development responded that legal advice was required on this point around
competition law but the Trust can't hedge its’ bets too far, otherwise the
partnership will not work. The Director of Strategic Development didn’t think
the data to be shared would enable competitive advantage, and it works both
ways.

The Committee approved the costs and would advise the Board that it had
signed off on costs.

Contracting Risks

Clive Goodwin suggested there be a discussion held around contracting and
how to ensure the Trust’s level of influence is in proportion to the high level of
risk. The Chief Executive responded that perhaps the CCG should be invited
to attend a Finance Committee or Strategy Committee meeting - Jim Gollan
agreed to take the suggestion to the Board and ask whether it wants this

SM/JG
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discussion as a master class.

12. Date and Time of Next Meeting

Wednesday 18th December 2013 at 8.30am in Room 2, Chertsey House, St.
Peter’s Hospital.
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Title: Minutes of the Finance Committee meeting held on 18th December 2013

PRESENT: Mr. Jim Gollan Non-Executive Director (Chair)
Mr. Clive Goodwin Non-Executive Director
Mr. Simon Marshall Director of Finance and Information

IN ATTENDENCE Mr. David Fluck Medical Director
Mr. Andrew Liles Chief Executive
Mr. Paul Doyle Deputy Director of Finance

SECRETARY: Ms. Desireé Irving-Brown Assistant Director, Financial Management

APOLOGIES: Ms. Valerie Bartlett Deputy Chief Executive

Actions
1. Introductions and Apologies

The apologies were as noted above. It was noted that the meeting constituted
a quorum.

2. Minutes of the Meeting held on 20th November 2013

The minutes of the meeting held on 20th November 2013 were agreed.

3. Matters Arising

Actions List

Action point 3: The Deputy Director of Finance confirmed that the NHS
guidance was very strict and there is no exception to allow capitalisation in
this instance. Therefore the point was discharged.

All other action points were either completed, not yet due or agenda items.

4. Finances as at 30th November 2013

4.1 Finance Report

The Director of Finance and Information gave an update on the forecast
saying that delivery of the £1.5m forecast will prove challenging and there is
now an assumption that additional A&E funding will be received and
discussions are being held with the CCG to secure this. It was difficult to
forecast a reduction in temporary staffing to the end of the year because, as
posts come out, new ones were going in to address other issues.

The Director of Finance and Information stated that there was pressure to
deliver the 95% A&E target and the Finance team is still constantly monitoring
spend and questioning any new spend above that already approved.

The Medical Director stated that the CCG needs to demonstrate benefits from
spending the A&E funding. The Director of Finance and Information confirmed
that if the Trust had bid for these six months ago, it would have carried out the
same actions as implemented, and the CCG should recognise this.

For clarity, to achieve £1.5m, it has been assumed that £1.8m will be received
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from A&E and reablement funding.

4.2 Monitor Reforecast and Risk/Opportunities

The Director of Finance and Information went through the summary list of
Risks and Opportunities, and stated that there was confidence about data
challenges, reasonable confidence on the readmissions target and CQUINs,
and that in respect of the NEL cap it was the high cost attached to delivering
this work at marginal income that was the issue.

The Medical Director confirmed that the Trust is as well prepared as it can be
for the next four months; there are no more beds to open, so the cost forecast
is as robust as possible, however, it is difficult to predict demand.

Jim Gollan stated that he was not convinced the Trust won't have to bear
more pressure, because it can't rely on the rest of the system to do what it's
supposed to, and can't back away from the four hour target. The Trust will
have to bear the risk if the system doesn't step up (including potential non-
payment of expected external funding). Clive Goodwin stated that the Trust
will have to keep external parties on the hook to secure payment.

The Director of Finance and Information confirmed that the CQUINS target
contained the most risk in the 4th quarter, and the headroom has been
reduced by the 18 week position. The CCG is aware of the forecast and
what's included, they are hinting at an agreement, but it would have to cover
our costs and expected additional receipts.

In terms of CIPS, the two significant pressures are procurement and agency,
both of which are falling behind.

The Monitor reforecast has not been to the Board due to timing issues, but the
Board had already approved reducing the forecast to £1.5m (October 2013),
which is what will go to Monitor, with a letter explaining the risks contained
therein.

The Deputy Director of Finance explained that the cash position is lower than
planned. The Trust is also asking the CCG for another substantial cash
payment against over-performance. The Trust will impose interest payments if
the CCG continue to delay. Jim Gollan asked to see the cash forecast. The
Deputy Director of Finance will circulate this.

Clive Goodwin asked for an explicit statement of fact that the CCG has the
cash to pay everything if they have to, as this underpins the security of the
forecast. The Director of Finance and Information will put the question to the
CCG and update the Committee.

Clive Goodwin asked whether there was an option to increase private patients
income in quarter 4 to offset the risk. The Director of Finance and Information
replied that the Trust will get a small benefit from BMI Runnymede as they
have done better, and not expecting any risk in quarter 4.

The Committee supported the submission to Monitor including the required
analysis of risks.

PD
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5. Finance Hot Topic - Strategic and Operational Planning
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5.1 Business Planning (incl CIP's) 2014/15 to 2016/17

The Director of Finance and Information summarised the report, stating that
this year the planning focused on transformational changes, with a smaller
number of projects, but covering big ticket items. The paper aimed to set out
the challenges. The primary issue involves trying to get to grips with the
commissioning framework and how it fits into the Trust plans. The Monitor
assumptions pack came in yesterday, and they have changed the tariff
deflator from 1.9% to 1.5% which represents 0.4% to set aside for
investments in 7 day working and Francis changes. There has been a
reasonable start from Divisions and the Executive team has just finished the
first review of their plans, with more detail still required. CIPs currently total
£14.9m in plans, but these are yet to be risk accessed, and are too focused
on income.

The level of investments requested is the biggest issue. The full year effect of
investments in this year is significant, therefore there is not much room for
anything new, and that is what the Executives have to agree. 7 day working
has gone in but it is generally expected to be a 3 year transition, so this needs
to be reviewed, as the Trust can't afford an instant start.

Clive Goodwin stated that the risk that the Director of Finance and Information
is tying to manage is difficult and the Trust needs to try and get more control
over the things that affect it. The Director of Finance and Information replied
that he is concerned about the lack of a 'out of hospital care' strategy from the
CCG, which makes it challenging, as the expectation is that the acute sector
will take 15% out of demand and cost over 3 years, but there is nothing in
place to pick this up outside of the acute sector.

The commissioning intentions reflect very little decommissioning of services,
there are a few, like community services, which was expected and for which
the Trust will bid.

Jim Gollan state that the Executives need to be realistic about next year and
consider what the Trust’s financial position looks like in the short/medium
term, especially if actual 2013/14 outturn lower is than expected. Executives
should decide what the Board needs to consider in order to avoid setting a
budget which is off trajectory from the start.

The Director of Finance and Information responded that the trigger will be the
Monitor plans for year 2 and having to explain what needs to happen to
secure year 2.

5.1(ii) CIPS

The Director of Finance and Information stated that the Trust was not going to
make in-roads into this year’s shortfall on the CIP target as, although the Trust
is reducing LOS (12% down YTD), it is buying this target at premium rates, so
unit cost isn't going down.

5.2 Review of Report: ‘Hospitals Get Serious About Operations’

This report was deferred as the Deputy Chief Executive was not in attendance
to discuss it.

5.3 KPMG Benchmarking Report on 2013/14 Plans
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Jim Gollan stated that this report was for information only and that the Trust
was in the middle of the pack. The report was noted.

6. Working Capital Facility Update

Jim Gollan summarised by stating that this was a status update paper, and
that the current facility runs out in early January but would be extended for a
further three months. This will enable the Trust to assess its requirements
going forward as part of the planning process. The Committee agreed.

7. Progress against 2013/14 Committee Priorities

Jim Gollan summarised the 2013/14 priorities as:

1) The Committee was to focus on short term financial management. This
has been discussed in depth each month, and therefore the priority has
been met.

2) The Committee was to look at business cases and reviews. It has only
looked at one, a retrospective review, and decided that the report wasn't
useful for this Committee. The Director of Finance and Information
suggested that it may be useful to look at all of the Medicine division’s
business cases approved this year collectively, as a large amount of
funding was approved. The Committee agreed that it had not done
enough so far, and should provide a review of a collection of completed
projects, to be used to facilitate a discussion on how to take this priority
forward next year. The Director of Finance and Information will bring a
collection of cases to review at the end of the next quarter.

3) The Committee was to hold free form discussions on “hot topics” to
provide guidance, advice and shared experience to the Director of
Finance and Information. Jim Gollan asked whether the Director of
Finance and Information had been getting what he wants from these
discussions. This was confirmed.

4) The Committee was to include a regular review of activity and
operational performance against targets to provide scrutiny and
challenge. This is a new responsibility, but one which the Committee had
not been able to do as the Deputy Chief Executive has other
commitments which have not allowed this discussion to take place. The
Committee may need to review if this is the right forum if discussion
cannot be facilitated. The Director of Finance and Information to pick up
with the Deputy Chief Executive.

SM

SM

8. Identification of Financial Risks

8.1 Trust Risk Register

Jim Gollan commented that this seemed to be an exercise which doesn't
necessarily change behaviours. He suggested that all six items could be
consolidated into one item which is high risk. The Deputy Director of Finance
will discuss this with George Roe as to whether it can be dropped from the
agenda in future.

Clive Goodwin suggested that the biggest risk is that the Trust has so little
control over its own destiny. All the risk ends up with the Trust, and it is

PD
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impossible to discuss risks in any reasonable sense until the Trust is clear on
how it can be master of its own destiny, as it is just reporting negative
performance/risk when it can't make decisions or take action to change it. The
Director of Finance and Information responded that there are things that can
change, like ceasing to provide the community services we shouldn't be
providing, but the pace of unwinding these is not certain. The Deputy Director
of Finance and the Director of Finance and Information will discuss how to
take this forward.

The Medical Director stated that there was no mention of any financial risk
around the 18 week issue. The Director of Finance and Information will review
this.

8.2 Items for the Risk Register

No new items noted.

PD/SM
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9. Items for Information

9.1 Schedule of Business

Noted

9.2 Business Case Approvals

The business case approvals by TEC were noted.

9.3 Tender Waivers >£50k

None.

9.4 Monitor Review of FT Performance Quarter 2

Jim Gollan anything asked whether there was anything to add? The Deputy
Director of Finance responded that the Trust is doing okay compared to its
peers.

The report was noted.

10. Any Other Business

The Medical Director asked what was happening with charitable funds? The
Director of Finance and information confirmed that the new Charities
Committee had convened its first meeting in November and consisted of the
Trust Chairman, the Chief Nurse, the Director of Finance and Information, two
Non-Executive Directors (yet to be named) and two Governors.

The Deputy Director of Finance mentioned that the Trust will not be
consolidating the charitable funds into the main Trust accounts as it is
considered immaterial – a paper would be going to the January 2014 Audit
Committee to ratify this.

11. Date and Time of Next Meeting

Wednesday 22nd January 2014 at 8.30am in Room 2, Chertsey House, St.
Peter’s Hospital.


